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NFL Draft 2019 Scouting Reports: RB Devine Ozigbo, 

Nebraska 

*Our RB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked 

Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

*We use the term “Power RB” to separate physically bigger, more between-the-tackles–capable RBs 

from our “speed RBs” group. “Speed RBs” are physically smaller, but much faster/quicker, and less likely 

to flourish between the tackles. 

 

I thought Devine Ozigbo might be a contender for best power running back in the weak 2019 RB draft 

class…an NFL Combine snub, a 230+ pound back with speed in the 4.5+ range who I first saw in 

my prep for the East-West Shrine week. When Ozigbo posted a 40-time in the 4.5s and did so at 233 

pounds at his March 2019 Nebraska Pro Day – I thought we might have our man to lead the ‘power RB’ 

group. Alas, after conducting my deeper study and running the data, Ozigbo fell short. 

What happened? 

A deeper look at the tape was a big part of it, and then his performance data analysis in our system 

kinda backed it up – Ozigbo has NFL worthiness but he’s a limited talent. He’s not an obvious NFL impact 

player…there are flaws – he’s not as good as the Alabama RB litmus test (not as good as Jacobs or 

Harris). Ozigbo has a role in the NFL, a hope…but it’s not a slam dunk. 

Let me hit the notes I have watching some of his game tape against better opposition (v. Michigan State, 

Ohio State, Iowa)… 

 -- The biggest issue…Ozigbo does not stop and start well. Some RBs hesitate to read the traffic and 

when they find their spot, they punch an imaginary accelerator and they just bolt through and past 

defenders, sometimes looking like they are floating on air as they move. Ozigbo has a big problem…once 

he starts to slow it takes himtoo much time to get rolling again, and by then the more talented 

defenders are all over him to halt any gains. 

Keep him running straight, never stopping until contact…forgo him trying to read the situation and just 

have him go where the play is designed, and he’ll do well because he’s so big and when he gets going he 

looks like he picks up speed – and that’s a gift at his size. You need to get him to the second level to 

unlock his gift, which is not easy to do with a big back without super-speed. The NFL doesn’t usually 

have massive gaping holes upon command for RBs to run unfettered through. 

 -- Ozigbo doesn’t have a great wiggle or knack for moving away from trouble through the hole either. It 

just takes too much time for Ozigbo to stop-start or to move left-right in a hurry. This, again, limits him 
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to ‘run straight as fast as he can’ – which has a place in the NFL at his size/speed but it’s limiting him as 

an overall talent. 

 -- He has ‘OK’ hands. He caught a decent amount of passes in games, but that was more a function of 

the offense wanting to use the RB in the passing game. Ozigbo isn’t terrible as a receiver, but he’s not 

super smooth either. When he floats/flares to the outside on a screen, etc., you’re putting him in his 

worst spot…slowing up or stopping to catch the pass and then having to ramp up speed again. 

He’s not terrible in the passing game, but it’s not a ‘plus’ item for him either. He’s capable. He catches 

the ball ‘OK’…it can get a little clunky and not the smoothest, but he can catch it. 

 -- Not much for vision in traffic. Between the tackles, Ozigbo is just going to run straight and hope for 

the best…if he even tries to shift, he slows down too much. There are holes developing around him and 

he tends to miss some of them because he’s focused on going straight (which he should). It’s a lot of 

running straight on tape against better competition…not displays of great vision or elusiveness. 

 -- His best attributes…run as fast as he can, without pause, and be physical. Those are two attributes 

that can work in the NFL on teams that have good/better run blocking. Running in the 4.5s at 230+ 

pounds is a gift all its own, and Ozigbo has a little breakaway speed if you can spring him. 

Ozigbo has NFL talent, an NFL usefulness…he just has limitations to work around. He’s not a guy to build 

a backfield around, but he can be part of a committee or a capable fill-in for the injured starter. 

Ozigbo is good+ academically in college and is a good personality, good guy for the locker room and 

community. No issues off the field. 

 

 

 

Devine Ozigbo, Through the Lens of Our RB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

Ozigbo had his breakout year in 2018, but he had nice opportunity in 2017 as well. All total, between the 

two seasons (17-18), he had eight 100+ yard rushing games…all of them against middle of the road or 

lower Big Ten teams (Illinois 2x, Minnesota 2x, Purdue, Northwestern, Wisconsin…and one against 

Bethune-Cookman). 

Against Ohio State, Michigan, Michigan State, Iowa in 2018: 13.5 carries, 53.8 yards, 3.98 yards per 

carry, 0.25 TDs per game, 2.0 rec., 14.3 rec. yards, 7.1 yards per catch. 
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Some of the Ozigbo issue against better teams was Nebraska’s O-Line being outclassed, but I think that’s 

the foreshadowing of Ozigbo in the pros – he needs to work with an O-Line which will allow him to do 

his thing, and that’s to run straight as fast as possible. 

Side note – 2018 season: 155 carries…0 fumbles. 

  

2019 Pro Day measurables: 

5’11.8”/233 

4.57 40-time (debated 4.52 to 4.58 readings also reported) 

DNP three-cone, shuttle 

19 bench reps, 37.0” vertical, 10’4” broad jump 

 

 

The Historical RB Prospects to Whom Devine Ozigbo Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

Our computer comps are interesting to me because they are almost all one-dimensional runners, but 

the ones who actually made it for a spell in the NFL, like a Terrance West or Chris ‘Beanie’ Wells – they 

were good in spots, in stretches. Guys who led an NFL backfield for a stretch until they were finally 

exposed as being too limited. 

I fear Ozigbo might be headed that same way…but even worse because he has no real draft gravitas or 

mojo to push him into quicker playing time in the league. 

 

 

RB 
Score 

RB-
Re 

RB-ru Last First College Yr H H W Speed 
Metric 

Agility 
Metric 

Power 
Metric 

6.688 5.47 6.79 Ozigbo Devine Nebraska 2019 5 11.8 233 4.71 4.87 7.48 

2.845 2.21 1.44 Gray  Jonas Notre Dame 2012 5 9.7 225 3.14 3.83 6.27 

8.260 3.36 7.97 Wells  Chris Ohio St 2009 6 1.1 235 6.14 2.41 9.81 

6.746 3.12 6.69 West Terrance Towson 2014 5 9.2 225 2.56 -1.88 7.41 

7.203 6.12 5.91 Watson Terrell Azusa Pac. 2015 6 0.9 239 6.40 5.68 10.72 

5.152 3.77 4.13 Harper Jamie Clemson 2011 5 11.3 233 1.84 -0.52 9.69 

4.230 1.67 2.99 Torian  Ryan Arizona St 2008 6 0.3 225 -0.46 0.76 7.43 
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*A score of 8.50+ is where we see a stronger correlation of RBs going on to become NFL 

good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is more rarefied air in our system, and indicates a greater probability 

of becoming an elite NFL RB. 

All of the RB ratings are based on a 0-10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Overall rating/score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, including refinement for 

strength of opponents faced, mixed with all the physical measurement metrics—then compared/rated 

historically within our database and formulas. More of a traditional three-down search—runner, blocker, 

and receiver. 

*RB-Re score = New/testing starting in 2015. Our new formula/rating that attempts to identify and 

quantify a prospect’s receiving skills even deeper than in our original formulas. RB prospects can now 

make it/thrive in the NFL strictly based on their receiving skills—it is an individual attribute sought out 

for the NFL, and no longer dismissed or overlooked. Our rating combines a study of their receiving 

numbers in college in relation to their offense and opponents, as well as profiling size-speed-agility along 

with hand-size measurables, etc. 

*RB-Ru score = New/testing starting in 2015. Our new formula/rating that attempts to classify and 

quantify a RB prospect’s ability strictly as a runner of the ball. Our rating combines a study of their 

rushing numbers in college in relation to their offense and strength of opponents, as well as profiling 

size-speed-agility along with various size measurables, etc. 

Raw Speed Metric = A combination of several speed and size measurements from the NFL Combine, 

judged along with physical size profile, and then compared/rated historically within our database and 

scouting formulas. This is a rating strictly for RBs of a similar/bigger size profile. 

Agility Metric = A combination of several speed and agility measurements from the NFL Combine, 

judged along with physical size profile, and then compared/rated historically within our database and 

scouting formulas. This is a rating strictly for RBs of a similar/bigger size profile. 

 

 

2019 NFL Draft Outlook: 

His Pro Day, running in the 4.5s at 230+ pounds will get him drafted. Likely, a 6th-7th-round pick.  

If I were an NFL GM, I’d only have interest in him as a UDFA and even then not that much interest at all. 

Nothing against him, but there are always more dynamic, multi-faceted RBs late in drafts or as UDFAs. 

I’d rather gamble on possible stars versus guys who are certain role players. 
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NFL Outlook:    

Ozigbo should make an NFL roster and have a defined role in short order. I could see him wasting away 

in anonymity for years or catching a break and becoming a C.J. Anderson story for a blip…the old 

CJA…the UDFA backup to the backup, who was thrust into a role with Peyton Manning and then became 

‘the man’ for a half-a-season but over time proved he was just limited, though he was in a great spot for 

a moment. NFL useful but not ‘the man’.  
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